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With reference to the draft offer document in respect of captioned issue, clarifications sought by SERI and the replies submitted therein, it is stated that on scrutiny of the same, deficiencies / Stances of non-compliance of SEBI (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2018 (hereinafter referred to as SEBI (ICDR) Regulations, 2018) and instructions have been observed, which are required to be rectified / complied with by you before filing the offer document with the Stock Exchange and/ or ROC. Observations on the captioned issue and other conditions to be complied with are indicated in Annex= 'I' and 11'. It may be noted that the deficiencies / requirement of additional disclosures listed in the Anncxure are merely illustrative and not exhaustive. It is your responsibility to ensure frill and true disclosures. 
1. R*1.144i alle t 4 * 91t *riT zr Vita' f* each Wfk:r4W chti rn tr411R* ITN WiTffq 411%ff tht4 tir4lialut 4 ft eRuakifi ailf2-* wrctriura Gill A 4 cmci WdrffIT q'Tq I   / <441 kt4A ktmErdiRii TR9TI ‹t.cAuf 'firtrff cbtkklInoil•Pan[rWtf‘kW*71-4 Wiff*211f Tr* .1**4499-art cci 14 

*K1r4v7takm441.4 p 41.4dilr f r ui*u** 11,441/*-4e4IR*394Relccilatif 
WurqgI acsicitai 

ahaiiifiriAcii44-a4fg#41/writ-f404*9-ifitq*c*t 
As Book Running Lead Manager (LM), you shall ensure that all changes are effected based on the obiervations/ conditions contained in the Annotate before you file the offer document withthe stock Exchange/ ROC. A letter confirming these changes and explaining, in seriatim, the manner in which each obsetvation / condition has been dealt with along with your comments should be submitted to us, before filing the final offer document with ROC / Stock Exchange. NO FURTHER CHANGES SHOULD BE EFFECTED WITHOUT SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OF SEBI. 

2. Tel:m.41:4*w t  SedITI:a aft 80 )-40c11)ktrFrsrgrra.‹i-01 (oh, 3191:12) Tfrdf9' T iCk ant f4--it rtit 9. viffivi 77 it 4*ART 7-4 The sr-cr9-*ttirtt 4-414*wv**0-{1)44)qie karti*W 4 4144n4R.tilami (*tie) *W7 -A 4141 (m) q-14 swaa t sfluiddlzr f44(4  911. wfr 47* f 4-41410 *mil* SE4:71W qtild4 4 tt *74*(1. 47. *m 41 Tut TM' *ft t 619*  44*-4) k qvrit RAI r t W srffra trild,ir 4 * spnbatur (fargailyi() 147 rtt ;44 ltr trT 441Fr tcsh *  wri4kgrw *Mot 'ENV 4 ra 44" z*-41 * RP q‘it * srraarr** 391ifR it7 aFrrit STEal 7I-4 %it Rfaff 1.14.1fQtii Trrtt4 Nfa-RW aft< fdRi4 it* re* wr ( I) ak €O,.1 *mut fd rf, 2018 [CAit (8"Vi dilt kitirq ck8- Qs-civil:Tit 1410 s4cti) knt*ST9T, 2018]*  4114,q1*-7 4144,(Arzeottait-t1t, 011-4,144*wsrk*r149-1?,14 (nin 4 fThr =b. 44tx 4 1:44-ei*ten( Pufg 4 -* 

It is to be distinctly understood that submission of offer document to SEBI should not in any way be deemed or.canstrued that the same has been cleared or approved by SEBI SEBI does not take any.resiiorlsibility either for the financial soundness of any scheme or the project for which tlssuc is ylroplosed to be made or for the correctness of the statements made or opinions 
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expressed in the offer document The LMs have certified that the disclosures made in the offer 
Document are generally adequate and are in conformity with SEBI regulations for disclosures 
and investor protection in force for the time being. The Llifs are advised to ensure the same with 
respect to SEBI (MDR) Regulations, 2018. This requirement is to facilitate investors to take an 
informed decision for making investment in the proposed issue. 

3. tirg *Tft 9-(1 4 PTV  t ze *fa' *I.   VIT  lichn 
(crgalt) tir4tftilciltWwedi4qtnida44citci.m11.111cni(tsrm-etkciutatz*Hit 
alh  itC*843* sr4are 44-4.4) arff'd t it* Tr'  kfo-7 
Id dell +Alf (VLK  rat t1) qta ft chmeartreq4-441Rgyttilthr 4 it-47, aftr vit uthiqr 

e4cAulliAttS4 4R414srltillt afrcidR4ici  (.i4d 4T-+-R) RP 444,1992 (411. (4-4-c 
 )  , 1992I argrg 41. EfTiT tit cicii tt f  71* *71-411" iiOa 11 May, 
2022 SatiluI44 ( 2;iat- ti tit 1a,d)3ffcsai-4,44r 

It should also be Andy understood that while the Issuer Company is primarily responsible for 
the correctness, adequacy and disclosure of all relevant information in the offer document, the 
LMs are expected to exercise Due Diligence to ensure that the Company discharges its 
responsibility adequately in this behalf and towards this purpose, the LMs have furnished to 
SEBI a Due Diligence Certificate dated August 10, 2022, in accordance with SEBI (Merchant 
Bankers) Regulations, 19921t should also be dearly understood that while the Issuer Company is 
primarily responsible for the correctness, adequacy and disclosure of all relevant infomation in 
the offer document, the LMs are expected to exercise Due Diligence to ensure that the Company 
discharges its responsibility adequately in this behalf and towards this purpose, the LMs have 
furnished to SEBI a Due Diligence Certificate dated August 06,2022, in accordance with SEBI 
(Merchant Bankers) Regulations, 1992. 

4. ivi1R, itioi4r Sigrid atdi af ef tt*** dmfl  2013*ETRT 34* e 
41441 wft cittcmi 413w 9.-(tU wit 4 11.11-wiquicilk argrrT*7r4 
*441T11- 3TRT4-4t1444w9litr ARII, rutclifdt 1;4141*4*ET4411%/14 fr 
ire*, sri:Erra qtcud.r 4 TY{ diPciPcm r TTftirr7wrk trr w4141. <14,11 744-a* 
P- chttati.wc Whal I 

The filing of offer document does not, however, absolve the company from any liabilities under 
Section 34 of the Companies Act, 2013 or from the requirement of obtaining such statutory or 
other clearances as may be required for the purpose of the proposed issue. SEBI further reserves 
the tight to take up, at any point of time, with the LMs any irregularities or lapses in offer 
document 

5.   4:1" sr4r<  /if     /,  149- 4-Aig 911 f ii 3iIL,4It,t :41c—r wi4r4 
Ctc1I siICfrcrz 6iii-hc.rm4z) eTit  t3r4 wfr1,444 4 airerwr niT9. f444 
-1:r 4  ard -LITh 2013 RI EITKI 36*SEE*ETT9*TanducnRcif4,44t vt f t I 

Any publicity materials / advertisement, should not contain matters extraneous to the 
information conatined in the draft offer document. Attention is specifically drawn to the 
provisions of Section 36 of the Companies Act, 2013. 
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6. 4rznitsr4trnpailit-def*Tra -dtzrsrPla atrKfdPeitt Etr4r EFT f471-qw ( )8t 
%Ai" chtui anr)ETTit fdPgri, 2018 t fdrAqi-r 25(1) sh ATI-4f- III* argnt Nimatti Pirg 

(Wit5)*it*utit tgr017rtfteirtrriT%Trsrwrtfl. Trtt,3worsrTfkiva- fdactrtrretife-rfa, 
40441 tre  1.t,)cretf sira fth-q wrk *Ma' f4t 467 t-eh cr-aiT-47 =cm 
3rffr4-trw (cc difrb  f+-7wrk wra. ft* k Tau t cdbu 
wrq Erg arq sTzr Trt 0/Tyr eAncrIftftrwRi 

The LMs are advised to ensure that a detailed calculation of filing fees in relation to the captioned 
issue in terms of reguLstion 25(1) and Schedule III of the SEBI (ICDR) Regulations, 2018 is 
submitted to SEBI within seven days of filing the Prospectus with ROC/ within seven days of 
filing the Letter of Offer with the stock exchange, as the case may be, along with details of filing 
fees paid till date. 

*Hy  w'r awrfr tzrlt qir-ri44 ara ft ara cerfrerm7 z)-, tik atoll 
sr-4w trup -Rra- cr,i4 atrz   m*.zr rhtfr 1%7 m.4ir fl u 

#W9. qnqql*t 3T-Ter -lilkmicreullwr Erm.14,qi i rTirt 

If filing fees paid by you is less than the actual fees required to be paid, the LMs axe advised to 
ensure and confirm compliance with the provisions of Schedule III of the said Regulations in 
regard to payment of the balance fees to SEBI. 

A'ithi BM t Trft   fl mft4tfl tQnauq 
titIj cfcp1tfi P1cI41tti:r q1-6-rt 1/41141 Virg- ft 31.7 trq acne .1* ap44 

zfrflfr wr Trrffr IR t aft NI- Ida 9-rxrrg W %int' criroir ern 

If filing fees paid by you are more than the actual fees required to be paid, you are advised to 
inform SEBI about the amount to be refunded, along with detailed calculation of amount 
refundable and name of the person in whose favour, the cheque may be issued by SEE!. 

7   (V4-5,) 76" diRci'ifls,iiZl I*$ticLW 12ei4]ril urtur 
(*ire / ITeSali9i)*irdig    r t 
The proposed issue can open for subscription within a period of 12 months from the date of 
issuance of this observation letter. 

8. affT4 affell" ‘7( WTI** 15 R-41:1-1* Atilt ailifffT•itii, Tqa .
You are requested to submit your response within 15 days of the receipt of this letter. 

TZIT9 /Place: ti /Mtunbai 

4 age 

Shivani Gupta 
61cle sites-t 

Assistant Manager 
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Annexure I 
OBSERVATIONS 

1. Please refer to our letter/email dated October 20, 2023, November 10, 2023, November 21, 
2023 and your letter/email dated November 07, 2023, November 28, 2023, December 03, 
2023 December 13, 2023, January 03, 2024 and all other correspondences exchanged. LM is 
advised to ensure that the changes made pursuant to our initial clarifications and all 
correspondences exchanged are duly incorporated in the updated DRHP/ REP/ Prospectus. 

2. LM is advised to note that the following observations while referring to a specific chapter or 
point, however the LM shall ensure to disclose the same across all pages/chapters where the 
same/similar matter occurs in the DRHP. 

3. Draft offer document and the offer document, shall not contain any information where no 
responsibility is taken by the BRLMs or the Issuer Company/ Expert. The Issuer Company / 
BRLMs shall ensure that the "Industry Overview" section represents a fair and true view of 
the comparable industry scenario and the same is neither exaggerated nor any underlying 
assumptions have been omitted for investors to make an informed decision. 

4. Sequencing of the chapters in the offer document shall be strictly in terms of the Schedule VI 
of SEBI (ICDR) Regulations, 2018. 

5. The industry report disclaimers (if any) shall be removed from all places of the offer document. 
LM is advised to include the industry report in the list of material documents for inspection 
and also provide a link in the offer document for online access of industry report. 

6. LM shall ensure to disclose the price at which specified securities were acquired in the last 3 
years, by each of the promoters, promoter group, selling shareholders, shareholders entitled 
with right to nominate directors or any other rights. The following details may be disclosed for 
such transactions in tabular format — name of acquirer, date of acquisition, number of shares 
acquired and acquisition price per share. 

7. The table of pending litigations should be arranged giving priority to those litigations having 
material impact on the financials. Also include the details of whether provisioning has been 
done by the company for the probable liabilities, if any arising out of outstanding litigations 
and also the quantum of the same, where quantifiable. Mention the amount reflected as 
Contingent Liabilities with respect to the outstanding litigations, if any. Also, disclose 
contingent liabilities as a percentage of net worth. 

8. LM shall confirm and disclose whether there has been a change in auditor(s) before completion 
of the appointed term (in any of the past five fiscal years), and the reasons thereof. 

9. Risk Factors — Every Risk Factor shall be provided with a cross-reference to the detailed 
description of the facts/reasons in the DRHP, wherever applicable. 

10. Lid is advised to add a Risk Factor relating to Related Party Transactions (RPTs), Provide 
below mentioned details: - 

i. Confirm whether all RPTs are done on aim's length basis. 

51Paue 
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Confirm whether RPTs taken together for last three fiscal year is more than 10% 
(for all 3 FYs) of the total transactions of similar nature. 
If any loan/advances given by issuer/subsidiaries to related parties and guarantees 
given/securities provided to related parties, mention Risk Factor on recoverability 
and its effect on the financials of the issuer/subsidiaries. 

11. LM is advised to disclose the Outstanding Litigations information in the Summary of the Offer 
Document section of UDRHP/RHP as per the below format: 

Name of 
Entity 

Criminal 
Proceedi 
rig 

Tax 
Proceedin 

g 

Statutory 
or 
Regulator 
y 
Proccedin 

g 

Disciplinary 
actions by the 
SEBI or Stock 
Exchanges against 
our Promoters 

Mate 
rial 
Civil 
Litig 
ation 

Aggregate 
amount 
involved 
(Rs in 
million) 

Company 
By the 
Company 
Against the 
Company 
Directors 
By our 
Directors 
Against the 
Directors 
Promoters 
By 
Promoters 
Against 
Promoters 
Subsidiarie 
S 
By 
subsidiaries 
Against 
Subsidiaries 
*For further details of he outstanding litigation proceedings, see 
"Outstanding Litigation and Material Developments" 

12. The risk factors, to the extent possible, should disclose the specific as well as 
financial/economic impact on the company rather than being generic. 

13. Where Risk Factors portray possible occurrences of certain events or situations, such Risk 
l'actors should also indicate whether such events or situations have actually taken place in the 
past. If not, it should be clearly mentioned that no such events had happened in the past. 

6IPago 
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14. When disclosing the status of government approvals in the Risk Factors, LM is advised to 
include a cross reference with specific page numbers to other sections where the disclosures 
are made. If approval has a validity, the same shall be mentioned. Consequences of withdrawal 
of licenses/approval shall be provided. 

15. Mention a separate Risk Factor, if any rent, interest, royalty or such other amount payable/paid 
by the issuer company/subsidiaries to Promoter/Promoter Group/Directors or amount 
payable under any material agreement, if any, etc. in last three FY and stub period. 

16. In Risk Factor relating to existing financing arrangements, confirm whether the company has 
violated any of the restrictive covenants/events of default or undergone rescheduling for 
repayment of loans in the past duce fiscal years with respect to the debt financing that the 
company has availed. 

17. LM is advised to confirm whether any instance of promoter's personal guarantees and/or 
company guarantees have been invoked in the past 3 fiscal years and/or loan defaults. 

18. Provide details and specific disclosures with respect to the adverse remarks/ qualifications/ 
matter of emphasis/ statements by the Statutory Auditor in reports to financial statements, in 
the Risk Factor. Further, provide the current status of such adverse remarks/ qualifications/ 
matter of emphasis/ statements by the Statutory Auditor. 

19. With respect to acquisitions/slump sale/business transfer agreement made by/entered into by 
the issuer company//subsidiaries, mention whether an independent valuation report was 
obtained for the same. If so, the same may be disclosed and included as a material document 

for inspection. If not, a Risk factor to this effect may be stated along with the fact whether the 
consideration paid is higher than the valuation obtained, if so, reason thereof. If such 

transaction happened with related party, same may be stated so. Also, provide details of 
unsuccessful instances of strategic investment, if any, in past 3 years and effect of the same on 

profit shall be disclosed. 

20. Related Party Transactions —LM is advised to ensure that the names of the related parties have 

been disclosed, for each transactions and for outstanding balances. 

21. Incorporate an undertaking that the net proceeds from the issue if utilized for repayment of 

Borrowings/Loans are not being indirectly routed to promoters, promoter group, group 

companies, and associates. 

22. LM is advised to make consistent usage of the term BRIM; and also include 
quantitative/financial information in tabular form, wherever possible. 

23. LM is advised to ensure that no discrepancies be present in the quantitative data provided in 

the DRHP/RHP/UDRHP/LM's reply and other key documents. 

24. LM is advised to ensure all quantitative information be provided in tabular form and free from 
discrepancies/errors in all sections for the ease of tending. 12'J may provide with certainty all 

the relevant information sought by SEBI till the issue of this observation letter, in the offer 

document/ LTDRHP/REIP. 

71Page 
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25. Wherever the LM has undertaken to modify the risk factors in its replies, the same shall be 
duly modified and incorporated in the updated DRHP and REP. 

26. Wherever the LM has mentioned "Noted for compliance" or "Complied with and noted for 
compliance" in its replies, LM shall ensure that the same arc duly complied with. 

27. The offer related expenses shall be deducted from the amounts received from 'Offer for Sale' 
and only the balance amount to be paid to the selling shareholders. 

28. LM is advised to ensure that the usage of funds is as disclosed in the Objects of the Issue and 
any spill over from the intended objects of the issue to the GO' is not carried out by the issuer 
company. 

29. LM shall ensure compliance with enhanced disclosures in the Price band advertisement as per 
advisory issued to AIBI vide email dated Nov 15,2021. 

30. LM shall disclose the details of the pledged shares held by the promoters / Issuer Company / 
its subsidiaries. 

31. LM is advised to ensure that all the complaints received by LM/Company or forwarded by 
SEBI be made part of the material documents for inspection. 

32. LM is advised to ensure that relevant disclosures as to all actions/complaints/pending 
litigations with other Regulatory Authorities are made in REP. 

33. During the interim period of issuance of observation and listing, for all the complaints received 
by LM/company and complaints forwarded by SEBI, LM is advised to ensure that there is 
adequate redressal of the complaint and relevant disclosures, if required, disclosures are made 
in the RHP and other related material along with the disclosures of the Financial impact o( the 
same, if any. Further LM is advised to incorporate a prominent Risk factor, if required, for 
such complaints received. 

34. LM is advised to update the financial information of the stub period in suitable places in the 
DREW. 

35. LM is advised to update Industry Overview section with updated recent information, as 
applicable. Further, all statements that are not verifiable and substantiated with figures shall be 
deleted. 

36. In the offer document including front cover page of DRHP, LM is advised to disclose Face 
value of equity shares at all relevant places (Fresh Issue, Offer size, etc.) 

37. Offer Document Summary: LM is advised to provide the organizational chart in this section 
and the plc-chart for sources of revenue contribution. 

38. Offer Document Summary (Offer size): 1.1\I is advised to ascertain the no. of employees and 
the employee reservation and ensure disclosure of the same in the offer document. 

Wage 
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39. Page 33: LM is advised to provide details of "Payments to and provisions for employees" 

40. LM is advised to mention the operational Key Performance Indicators for the past 3 years in 
the relevant section. 

41. LM is advised to ensure that observations are disclosed the same across all pages/chapters 
where the same/similar matter occurs in the DRHP. 

42. Risk Factors • 

i. Risk Factor 1- LM is advised to disclose total no. of branches, advances & deposits 
below the table & show Vo contribution of Punjab for all 3 categories. LM is further 
advised to disclose state wise no. Of branches across India. 

Risk Factor 3 — LM is advised to ensure that in case issuer is in compliance, same to 
be specifically stated for each RBI requirement. LM is advised to confirm whether the 
company is meeting Priority Sector Lending (PSL) requirements. If not the risk factor 
shall clearly state the same and disclose the extent of PSL requirement. 

Risk Factor 4 - LM is advised to provide data given in title of the risk factor in tabular 
form in the content of the risk factor. 

iv. Risk Factor 7 - LM is advised to clearly define the term "Payment to and Provision for 
employees" and disclose the pending dues for employees along with period and 
concerned no. of employees 

v. Risk Factor 8 - LM is advised to disclose Vo comparison with amount of borrowing & 
deposits. 

vi. Risk Factor 9 - LM is advised to provide breakup of secured & unsecured debt. LM 
may consider merging risk factors 9 & 10. 

vii. Risk Factor 11- LM is advised to ensure that all the relevant ratings are disclosed. 

viii. Risk Factor 15 - LM is advised to disclose collateral details as Vo Of secured lending & 
total lending, in tabular format. 

ix. Risk Factor 17:- LM is advised to add a separate risk factor mentioning the fact that 
there is a risk of data leakage, data theft, breach of privacy due to utilization of services 
from third parties for the operations of the company. 

x. Risk Factor 20: LM is advised to provide relevant cross- reference/link to access the 
report in the risk factor. 

Risk Factor 21- 1.N1 is advised to move this under top 5 risk factors. 
• LM is advised to redraft the risk factor for ease of understanding. LM may split 

the risk factor into risk factors and ensure that RBI observations/findings are 
given in simpler language. 

9IP a ge 
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• LM is asIvised to update the risk factor with respect to latest observations 
issued by RBI fif any) including those pertaining to Governance & Oversight/ 
delay in compliance/Business risks/ Compliance culture/asset classification 
and provisioning/operational risk/ Cyber security Issues etc. 

• LM is advised to confirm whether observations from 
RBI/PFRDA/IRDAI/any other regulatory body on the operations of the 
Issuer have any implications on the proposed IPO of the Issuer Company, on 
the public shareholder of the Issuer Company. 

icii. Risk Factor 25:- LM is advised to include the risk regarding Bonus along with dividend. 

xiii. Risk Factor 29- LM is advised to disclose if there are any past non-compliances with 
respect to listed NCDs. 

xiv. Risk Factor 31- LM is advised to move this risk factor to Top 5 risk factors. Further, 
LM is advised to disclose final direction of RBI pursuant the latest inspections. 

Risk Factor 33- With respect to non-traceability of records for the allotment of 
5,992,000 equity shares on January 12, 2000, LM is advised to provide an sworn 
affidavit by the Issuer Company that due amount has been received by the bank and 
the shares have been allotted to concerned allottees/promoters in compliance with 
applicable laws and made the submission as part of Material Contracts and Documents 
for inspection. LM is also advised to disclose whether the said filings were made by the 
company to concerned RoC, whether requisite proof of payment for such filings is not 
available and other related information. 

Risk Factor 34- LM is advised to move this risk factor to Top 15 risk factors. LM is 
advised to confirm whether the requisite filing in this respect has been made as per 
applicable time with the RoC/MCA. 

xvii. Risk Factor 37- LM is advised to confirm whether there are any conflict of Interest 
between lessor and the promoter/promoter group/ directors/ KMPs and their 
relatives, directly or indirectly of the company/ subsidiaries/group company etc 

ay-tn. Risk Factor 40- LM is advised to disclose how DAM capital and one of the Investors 
Selling Shareholders are associates in terms of the SEBI Merchant Bankers 
Regulations LM is advised to disclose that the Fund is broad based and not for few 
investors and details thereof. 

xix. Risk Factor 45- LM is advised to provide reasons for increase in attrition rate and move 
the risk factor under top 20 risk factors. 

Risk Factor 47- LM is advised to move this risk factor to Top 15 risk factor. Further, 
1.1‘,I is advised to elaborate the transaction and provide enhanced disclosures including 
how many investors have been paid, how many investors have not accepted the option 
and details thereof. 

LM is advised to move all risk factors pertaining to actions by relevant 
regulatory/statuary body under top 15 risk factors. 
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43. Additional Risk Factors. 

i. LM is advised to move the additional risk factor pertaining to Debt along with their ageing in 
last 3 FY: in top 20 risk factors. 

LM is advised to include an additional risk factor in top 20 iisk factors pertaining to 
complaints against the company, (if any) from various stakeholders of the company and 
may include litigations against the promoters and outstanding regulatory proceedings with 
suitable cross-referencing. 

LM is advised to include an additional risk factor under Top 20 risk factors on Low level 
of PCR as a matter of concern. 

iv. LIM is advised to include an additional risk factor under Top 10 risk factors to specifically 
disclose which RBI provisions/rules have not been met in last 3 years & state if RBI has 
taken any action for such non-compliances. 

v. Page 149:- LM is advised to add a separate risk factor mentioning the fact of large 
competition in northern part of India due to significant percentage of Overall credit of 
SCBs, Incremental credit of SCBs, Retail credit and Incremental retail credit. 

vi. Page 149:- LM is advised to add a separate risk factor if the company does not have 
significant operations from mar of Delhi. 

vii. LM is advised to include an additional risk factor under Top 20 risk factors on inadequate 
provisions for pending legal case(s) involving Income Tax Department. 

viii. LM is advised to include move the additional risk factor pertaining to contingent liabilities 
under top 10 risk factors. 

ix. LM is advised to include an additional risk factor under Top 20 risk factors on challenges 
in rural-focused business. 

x. LM is advised to include an additional risk factor under Top 15 risk factors in case the 
Issuer Company is not in compliance with any of the applicable provisions mandated by 
RBI pertaining to financial ratios. 

xi. LM is advised to insert the Risk Factor with respect to industry report paid/commissioned 
by the Issuer. 

xii. Page 155: LM is advised to include an additional risk factor pertaining to 39 % of overall 
deposit comes from northern states. 

xiii. IA I to provide confirmation that Provident Fund (Pr) payment has been made on timely 
basis for all eligible employees of the issuer/its subsidiaries and if not, include a Risk Factor 
for the same in top 25 risk factors. 
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LM is advised to include a risk factor stating tint: 

a. The present offer details of OFS and Fresh Issue. 
b. The company is offering OFS 2Xt.. times of Fresh issue along 

with selling shareholders' details in tabular form such as Pre-issue 
holding, Acquisition cost, Present offer for sale. 

c. And that the company is only going to receive funds from fresh 
issue to be deployed in stated objectives. LM may keep this risk 
factor in top 10 risk factors category. 

44. Cipital Structure: 
i. LM is advised to confirm whether there has been any instance of issuance of equity 

shares in the past by the issuer Company, the Group Companies or entities forming 
part of the Promoter Group to more than 49 investors. 

Page 107 & 117 - LM is advised to disclose build-up of Shareholding of selling 
shareholders. 
Page 114: LM is advised to provide year wise list having built-up of 1634 public 
shareholders and categorize public shareholders such as employees under ESOP, non-
employees, etc. 

45. Our Business. 

1. LM is re-advised to draft introductory paragraphs which shall include — Primary 
business, details of products and services offered by the Issuer, customer base, and 
geographical presence, in a direct and simple manner. 

LM is advised to disclose the relationship in detail of top customers for each verticals 
with any of the promoters/directors/etc. of the Issuer Company and confirm and 
disclose if Top customers are dealt at par with other customers. If not, LM is advised 
to disclose the negative confirmation. 

LM is advised to remove the terms such as — robust, highest, strong and other terms 
of similar nature and avoid mentioning repeated contents from other sections. 

iv. Employees: LM to provide confirmation that Provident Fund (PF) payment and other 
statutory dues have been made on timely basis for all eligible employees of the 
issuer/its subsidiaries and if not, include a Risk Factor for the same in top 25 risk 
factors. 

Properties: L.hf is advised to disclose that the lease properties disclosed in the table are 
not owned directly or indirectly by any Promoter/ Promoter Group/ Directot/ KMP 
of the company /group/subsidiant or any of their relatives. LM is advised to disclose 
the amount of rent paid and confirm that the rent paid is at par with market rent. Also 
disclose if there is any conflict of interest by any Promoter/ Promoter Group/ 
Director/ KhIP of the company /group/subsidiary or any of their relatives with the 
lessor. 

/514„...-1
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vi. Page 176:- LM is advised to disclose the no. of States in which the company operates 
in terms of product offerings of the company. 

vii. Page 177:- LM is advised to clarify and disclose how the company has an experience 
of over two decades in the banking industry. If the data does not support this fact, LM 
is advised to delete this phrase from all the sections of the offer document 

viii. Page 189: LM is advised to refer its reply datedJanuary 03,2024 and provide details of 
extent of SFB s dependence on Businas Correspondents (BCs) in the "Our Business" 
section. 

ix. Page 191:- LM is advised to disclose state and UT wise no. of branches and ATMs. 

x. Page 196:- LM is advised to disclose whether PP paid, ESIC, or Income Tax due paid. 
Further LM is advised to disclose no. of employees for last 3 years and stub period. 

xi. Page 197:- LM is advised to confirm whether the lessor, directly or indirectly, are 
connected with Promoter, Promoter Group, Director, KMP, Senior Management or 
their relatives and Company's subsidiaries or Group company. 

46. LM is advised to confirm whether all disclosures pertaining to non-convertible debentures 
issued by the issuer that are currently listed on BSE as stated in risk factor 10, have been 
disclosed in terms of LODR Regulations, 2015. 

47. Page 149:- LM is advised to disclose how much top 4 states accounts for in terms of deposits. 

48. LM is advised to confirm and disclose whether opening of bank account is bundled with 
opening of Demat Account 

49. LM is advised to ensure and provide a negative disclosure that the selling shareholders shall 
not be involved directly/indirectly in any manner in the allocation and pricing of the equity 
shares of the issuer. 

50. LM is advised to confirm whether allotment made under ESOP 2018 was made only to eligible 
employees of the company. Further, LM is advised to provide such certification as part of 
Material document available for inspection. 

51. LM is advised to confirm that special rights mentioned in AoA shall be deleted before filing 
of RHP and no Special rights to be communicated to shareholders in any manner in any 
communications to them. 

52. LM is advised to confirm whether appointment of Mr Navin Kumar Maini as an independent 
director is in compliance with The Companies Act,2013 and SEIM (1,ODR) Regulations, 2015. 

53. LIM is advised to confirm that Company, its promoter and its directors are in compliance with 
the applicable rules and regulations of Reserve bank of India (R131). 

54. LM is advised to disclose the below details at relevant sections of the offer 
document specifically in Our Business Section tables :-
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a. State wise/ UT wise product wise portfolio 
b. State wise/UT wise Branches 
c. State Wise/UT wise Total deposits and retail deposits 
d. State Wise/UT wise no. of Saving Accounts 

55. Our Management: LM is advised to provide details for attrition race of KMPs & other 
employees of past 3 years and reasons thereof for changes in KMPs position in the offer 
document and may include an additional risk factor if attrition rate is high. 

56. Financial indebtedness: LM is advised to disclose details of secured debt. 

57. LM is advised to maintain uniformity across the offer document with respect to definition and 
details of banking outlets in line with applicable provisions of RBI. 

58. Legal and Other Information: 

a) LM is advised to identify and include risk factor for material litigation which may 
adversely affect the company. 

b) LM shall update the details of the status of litigation with the latest/ updated position 
of litigations against promoter/ promoter group entities/ company and the companies 
promoted by the issuer. 

c) LM is advised to confirm that the existing litigations are not so major that the issuer's 
survival is dependent on the outcome of the pending litigation. 

d) LM is advised to ensure the disclosures of all actions taken by the statutory and 
regulatory authority. 

59. Basis for Offer Prier 

a) Qualitative factors- LM is advised to remove the term "Strong / Fast-growing" and 
provide track record for the last 3 FYs. 

b) Page 128 & 181:- LM is advised to delete the word "deep" and all other similar 
adjectives.LM is advised to disclose the fact that the growth is observed for last 3 years 
only. 

c) Page 129:- LM is advised to disclose more comparable peers. Also LM is advised to 
analyze if there is any peer specifically engaged in Northern India and Punjab. 

60. Government and Other Apnrovals:  LM is advised to disclose any material approval/ license 
which is going to expire in near future and will require renewal. 

61. Objects of the Issue. 

a) ).NI is advised to disclose Capital Adequacy Ratio for last 3 j:ears and stub period to be 
disclosed. 1211/41 is advised to state reasons as to how augmentation of capital will help 
in growth of business. 
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b) LM is advised to disclose Tier - 1 capital and its future requirements. 

c) LM is advised to disclose the absolute figures of current CRAR and Tier I & Tier H 
capital The LM to disclose the extent of business / risk weighted assets that is required 
to be achieved by the issuer to meet the equity capital infusion in Tier I and her II. 
Till such time the issuer is not able to achieve the extent of business / risk weighted 
assets for the tier I and Tier II, how the proceeds of the IPO would be utilized and an 
appropriate RF for the same shall be included. 

62. LM is advised to ensure that post-listing, considering the business model of the Company, the 
issuer should disclose relevant metrics indicating its performance against the objects for which 
funds have been raised, on a quarterly basis along-with the financial results. The above 
disclosures may be made at least till the proceeds of the objects have been fully utilized. 

63. LM is advised to delete all tights of shareholders disclosed in Shareholders' agreements before 
filing RHP. LM is also advised to confirm and disclose that there are no special rights in any 
manner included in the AoA of the issuer and if any were there the same have been deleted. 
Further such special tights shall not be communicated to the shareholders in any manner by 
the issuer in any communication. 

64. LM is advised to include the following disclosures under section "Monitoring of Utilization of 
funds" 

a) The proceeds of the issue shall be monitored by the Audit Committee till utilization of 
the proceeds. 

b) Audit Committee of the Parent Company to certify the utilization of proceeds by 
subsidiaries towards organic/inorganic growth initiatives. 

c) Investment in foreign subsidiaries towards repayment of loan, organic/inorganic 
growth initiatives to be in compliance with FEMA guidelines and other applicable laws. 

65. LM is advised to update the RHP in respect to all pending litigations including for any legal 
notices where the Company is in receipt of such notices post filing of DUMP. 

66. LM is advised to ensure that the details of all the criminal matters initiated against the company, 
group companies, directors, subsidiaries which are at FIR stage and no/some cognizance has 
been taken by court is incorporated in the RHP along with appropriate risk factors in this 
regard. 

67. LM is advised to insert the following Risk Factor with respect to ASM and GSM in the Offer 
Documents — 'Pursuant to listing of the shares, the Issuer company may be subject to pre-
emptive surveillance measures like Additional Surveillance Measure (ASK and Graded 
Surveillance Measures (GSM) by the Stock Exchanges in order to enhance market integrity 
and safeguard the interest of investors. 

68. History and Certain Corporate Matten 

a) 1.h1 is advised that inter-se agreements/ arrangements between the shareholders are 
disclosed under section "I listmy and Certain Corporate Matters". 
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b) LM is advised to make disclosures if special rights for nominee/nomination rights and 
information rights are available to certain Promoters / Shareholders that would 
continue post listing and if yes, then details of the same may be dearly disclosed under 
section "History and Certain Corporate Matters". 

c) LM is advised that it is categorically disclosed in the DRHP under section "History 
and Certain Corporate Matters" of the offer document that none of the special rights 
available to the Promoters / Shareholders (except for nominee/nomination rights and 
information rights) would survive post listing of the Equity Shares of the Company 
and same shall cease to exist or shall expire / waived off immediately before or on the 
date shares are allotted to public shareholders in 1130, without requiring any further 
action. 

Page 180: LM is advised to disclose the exact date/period since when it started its 
operations as a Local Area Bank in all relevant sections including "History and Certain 
Corporate Matter". 

e) Page 215:- LM is advised to disclose the nature and relevant details of consent cum 
waiver letter received from Max Life Insurance Company Limited. 

69. Further, LM shall specifically disclose that special rights, post listing shall be subject to 
approval of the Shareholders by way of a special resolution, in the first general meeting of the 
Company held post listing of the Equity Shares. LM is advised to ensure that special rights 
which will continue post listing are not prejudicial or adverse to the interest of the minority / 
public shareholders. 

70. LM to provide a confirmation for the issuer, its group companies, promoter group, entities 
where promoter is a director, associates, subsidiaries and other related entities - whether any 
entity has ever been involved in the act of money mobilization in any manner and whether any 
Regulator/ Agency has at any time sought any information in any manner, if not LM is advised 
to provide a negative confirmation. 

71. LM is advised to ensure that the pre —placement offer may not breach the !CDR guidelines 
and is advised to adhere to 'CDR Regulations pertaining to pre-placement amount. 

72. LM is advised that a categorical statement from the Issuer Company/ Promoters / 
Shareholders, may be provided that there are no other inter-se agreements/ arrangements and 
clauses / covenants which are material and which needs to be disclosed and that there are no 
other clauses / covenants which are adverse / pre-judicial to the interest of the minority / 
public shareholders. Also that there are no other agreements, deed of assignments, acquisition 
agreements, SHA, inter-se agreements, agreements of like nature other than disclosed in the 
DRHP. 

73. Further, the LNIs shall also confirm to SERI that they have gone through the inter-se 
agreements/ arrangements, if any, as disclosed in the DRHP and they also du not see any 
clauses / covenants which arc material and need to be disclosed, which have not been disclosed 
and that there arc no other clauses / covenants which are adverse / pre-judicial to the interest of the minority / public sh—^tioldcrs. 
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74. Please disclose the details of all profit sharing arrangements involving the Issuer, promoters, 
promoter group, directors and shareholders, if any. 

75. Ensure that details of the Directors in the section titled "Management" clearly depicts if any 
director is a nominee. If so, please also disclose the details who have nominated 
them. Similarly, such details to be disclosed for the KMPs as well. Please also confirm that 
apart from that disclosed in the offer document, there are no other nominee directors, KMPs 
or other persons etc. appointed on behalf any of the shareholders or any other person. 

76. Please check and disclose lithe name of the directors, promoter and promoter group persons 
is appearing in the list of directors of struck-off companies by ROC/ MCA. Please also check 
and disclose if the name of the promoter group companies and group companies is appearing 
in the list of struck-off companies by ROC/ MCA. 

77. If adjectives such as "largest", "leader", "strong", "and differentiated" are used, the same 
should be explained and substantiated. If not substantiated, these terms should not be used. 

78. The top 10 risks identified post rearrangement may be included in the summary of the offer 
document 

79. In case of Issuer's consolidated financials contains significant contribution (10% and more) 
from its subsidiaries, disclose whether the balance sheets of the subsidiary is audited by peer 
reviewed auditor. In such cases, LM shall also disclose whether the corporate governance 
norms arc being followed by the subsidiaries of the Issuer. 

80. Detail of any individual and corporate guarantees provided by the promoters and directors in 
relation to loans availed by the Issuer. 

81. With regard to the "Fees payable to the other advisors to the Offer", LM is advised to disclose 
the services offered by such advisors and consequent responsibilities, if any. 

82. LM is advised to ensure that the processing fees for applications made by Retail Individual 
Bidders using the UPI Mechanism may be released to the remitter banks (SCSBs) only after 
such banks provide a written confirmation on compliance with SEBI Circular No: 
SEBI/HO/CFD/DIL2/P/CIR/2021/570 dated June 02, 2021 read with SEBI Circular No: 
SEBI/HO/CFD/DIL2/CIR/P/2021 /2480/1/M dated March 16, 2021." 

83. LM is advised to ensure that the following paragraph (mcluding content of similar nature) from 
any/all section(s) of DRHP is removed. 

84. "None among our tympany, the selling shareholders or any member of/be Syndicate shall be Iiabk for any 
failure in 0 uploading the bids due to faults in my softwatr/ hardware ystem or othenvise; or (a) the blocking 
y* Bid Amount in the ASBA Account on reeehit of instructions from the Sponsor Bank on account of my 
emirs, ontissions or izolueottnatiance by acidosis !unties inuabied in, or any other fault, tweimaioning or 
biviikdoivn in, or othenviie. in the UN hlechanism." 

85. LM is advised to include a reference to the circulars CI:D/DIL2/CIR/1'/2018/22 dated Feb 
15, 2018 and CF1D/DIL2/C1R/P/2021/2480/1/M dated March 16, 2021 at all applicable 
sections in DRHP. 
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86. LM is advised to ensure compliance with the advisory issued by SERI to all Merchant Bankers 
and AIBI vide mail dated July 04, 2023 with respect to disclosure of information pertaining to 
Pre-IPO placement and secondary transactions by promoter(s) and promoter group(s) in the 
Public Announcement, Price Band Advertisement and intimation to stock exchanges. LM is 
advised to disclose a statement to Pre-IPO investors and in DRHP cautioning them about 
risks associated in case company does not come out with IPO after pre-IPO placement. 

87. LM is advised to adhere to the following conditions: 

a) UDRHP is filed with SEBI not less than seven working days prior to submission 
of the draft advertisement for announcement of price band advertisement. 

b) UDRHP shall contain necessary updated disclosures justifying the offer price 
under Section — "Basis for offer price", "Risk Factors" etc., particularly 
emphasizing on appropriate Key Performance Indicators as applicable to the 
industry in which the issuer company operates in quantitative terms, (For 
illustration: PIE ratio, Market Cap / Total Revenue ratio, EV/EBITDA etc.), with 
corresponding suitable explanations so as to justify the offer price. 

88. Price band advertisement: 

a. Price band Ad should contain risk factors related to business and financials. 
b. The portion pertaining to "Risks to Investors" shall constitute at least 33% of the price band 

advertisement space. 
c. Price band Ad may contain the top 5 risk factors under the Risks to Investors. 
d. The font size for price band and "Risk to investors" should be increased to match the font 

of BID/Offer Programme. 
e. Matters related to ASBA and UN may be brought subsequent to Price Band, Risks to 

Investors, Bid/ Offer Programme and other offer details, and can be of smaller font. 
1. The portion peffaining to "BRLMs" shall not constitute more than 10% of the price band 

advertisement space. 
The risks to investors shall include weighted average cost of acquisition of all shares transacted 
in last 3 years and 1 year, from the date of RHP, in the following format: 

Period Weighted 
Average Cost of 
Acquisition (in 
Rs.) 

Cap Price is gr times the 
Weighted Average Cost 
ofAcquisitiotz 

Range of acquisition 
pike: Lowest Price - 
Highest Price (in Rs.) 

Last 1 par 
Las/3 years 

h. Mention market Value at Issue Price to Total Turnover and P.E. Ratio at issue price. 

89. Price band advertisement: The advertisement shall contain top 5 risk factors. 124 is advised to 
ensure compliance with all the directions given to Association of Investment Bankers of India 

IB I). 

90. LM is advised to ensure following disclosures in die Issue advertisement for announcement of 
Price Band and all further advertisements as a box item below the price bInd: 

An 
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"Risks to Investors: 

The [to be disclosed] Marhant Bankers associated with the utile have bandied [to be disclosed] public 
issues in the part tbreeyears out of which [to be disclosed] issues closed below the issue price on listing 
date." 

relny adverse data in the basirfor issue price should be disclosed. For example: 

• 'The Price/Earnings ratio based on diluted BPS for [latest full financial year] for the issuer at 
the upper end of the Price band is to high as [to be disclosed] as compared to the average industry 
peer group PE mtio of [to be disclosed]." 

The average industry piergrosp PE ratio is not available, then PIE ofNifry.Fifry may be disclosa 

• "Average cost of acquisition of equity shares for the sang shareholders in IPO is [to be rlisclerseec 
and offerprice at ripper end of the price band is [to be disclosed]." 

• "Weighted Average Return on Net Worth for [last three fidl financialyears] is [to be disclosed] 
%." 

The data on above disclosures shall be updated and disclosed prominently (in the same font 
size as the price band) in advertisements of Price Band and all further advertisements, website 
of the company and the stock exchange. Further, any adverse ratio / data in basis for issue 
price should be disclosed. 

91. LM is advised that Market Value at Issue Price to Total Turnover and RE. Ratio at issue price 
can be added in Price Advertisement. LM is also advised to disclose the total market valuation 
of the company considering the higher and lower price bands. 

92. LM shall submit the draft advertisement for announcement of Price Band with SEBI before 
its publication in the newspapers for our comments, if any. 

93. LM is advised to ensure that in the Section: Summary of the Offer Document, simple 
conversational language is used and No abbreviations to be used. 

94. LM is advised to ensure that in the Section: "Definitions and Abbreviations" for 
Technical, Company / Industry related Terms or Abbreviations, along with the 
expanded form, suitable meaning / explanation is provided in simple language. 
Further, LM is advised to ensure that no abbreviations to be used in the abridged 
prospectus and Section- Summary of the Offer Document. 

95. LM is advised to strictly use conventional industry specific terms/terminology and define 
the terms in brief in the offer document and avoid usage of terms which are not widely used 
as per industty standard practices. LM is advised to ensure that the language of the offer 
document remains simple and lucid. 

96. LM shall ensure that the main/sub — headings in the DRI-IF shall not have any 
abbreviations. The Main/sub-headings shall be in fully expanded form with its 
abbreviations in brackets. 
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A1111C1CU/C II 
General Observations 

1. LM is advised to ensure that prior to filing of RHP with Registrar of Companies, the Issuer 
Company has received crucial clearances / licenses / permissions / approvals from the 
required competent authority which are necessary for commencement of the activity for which 
the issue proceeds are proposed to be utilized. 

2. LM is advised to ensure that the Observation Letter' issued by SEBI is included among the 
material contracts and documents for inspection. 

3. LM is advised to ensure that prior to proceeding with the issue, "No Objection Certificates" 
are obtained from all the lenders with whom the company has entered into an agreement and 
the terms of such agreement require an approval to be taken. 

4. LM is advised to ensure that adequate disclosures are made to disclose any material 
development which may have a material effect on the Issuer Company between the date of 
registering final prospectus or the red herring prospectus or the letter of offer, with the 
Registrar of Companies or designated stock exchange, as the case my be, and the date of 
allotment of specified securities, while ensuring compliance with Regulation 42 and Schedule 
IX of SEBI (!CDR) Regulations, 2018. 

5. LM is advised to ensure that exact cross-referencing of page numbers is provided in the offer 
document instead of general cross-referencing. 

6. In terms of SEBI Circulars No. SEBT/CIR/ISD/03/2011, No. SEBI/CIR/ISD/05/2011 and 
SEBI/CIR/ISD/01/2012 dated June 17, 2011, September 30, 2011 and March 30, 2012 
respectively, LM is advised to ensure that 100% promoter holding is in demat form prior to 
listing. 

7. LM is advised to ensure that SCORES authentication is taken by the issuer company prior to 
listing. 

8. In pursuance of Regulation 25 Sub-Regulation 9(a) of SEBI (!CDR) Regulations, 2018, LM is 
advised to certify while submitting the in-seriatim reply that all amendments, suggestions and 
observations advised by SEBI have been complied with and duly incorporated in the offer 
document, while also indicating the page number for the same. 

9. ASBA: 

LM is advised to ensure that sufficient number of Physical ASBA forms are printed and 
dispatched directly to all designated branches of SCSI3s which arc located in places of 
mandatory collection centers as specified in Schedule XII of SERI (1CDR) Regulations, 
2018, Syndicate Members and Registered Brokers of Stock Exchanges, the Registrars to 
an Issue and Share Transfer Agents (RTAs) and Depository Participants (DPs) registered 
with SEBI, at least two days before the opening of the issue. This shall be in addition to 
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ASBA forms which shall be sent to controlling branch of SCSBs for sending to designated 
branches other than those located in mandatory collection center. LM is advised to ensure 
that the ASBA mode of payment is highlighted in bold in all the advertisement / 
communication informing about the issue. Further, LM is also advised to ensure that the 
following is suitably incorporated in all advertisements / communications regarding the 
issue issued by the issuer 

a. The following may appear just below the price information of the issue as shown 
below: 

"PRICE BAND: RS xx TO RS. xx PER EQUITY SHARE 0 F FACE VALUE 
OF RS. xx EACH 

THE FLOOR PRICE IS xx TIMES OF THE FACE VALUE AND THE CAP 
PRICE IS xx TIMES OF THE FACE VALUE 

BID CAN BE MADE FOR A MINIMUM OF xx EQUITY SHARES AND IN 
MULTIPLES OF xx EQUITY SHARES THEREAFTER. 

ASBA 

(APPLICATION SUPPORTED DV SLOCKHO AMOUNT) 

Simple, Safe, Smart way of Application ill 

Mandatory in public issue .No cheque will be accepted 

LIPM 
UNIFIED PAYMENTS INTERFACE 

now available in ASBA for retail individual 
investors. 

*ASBA is a better way of apphiing to issues by simply blocking the fiend in the bank account. 

For further details check sec/ion on ASBA below." 

b. The following paragraph on ASBA may be inserted in the 
advertisement/Communications: 

'21,S1321 has to be availed by all the investors except anchor investors. UPI may be availed 6y Retail 
Individual Investors. 

Par details 017 the ASBA and UPI process, please refer to the detailsgiont in ASO/1ft= and 
abridged prospectus and afro please refer to the section Issue Proadun - Issue Procedure of ASBA 
Bidders" beginning on page xxx of/be Red Remits Prespeettn. Tbe pones is also available on the 

ivebsite of AIN and Exchanges in the General !Orman° i Doemment." 
AMA bidawm application forms can be down/eau front the webskes of Bombay Stark Exchange 
and National Sinek Evehange and eall be obtained.fron /he list of banks tbal is displayed 011 the 

website of SEBI www.sebicovjn.
**List of banks orppartinsUPI is aka available on the wrbsin V5E131 at www.sebi.gov.in** 
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